[Pain therapy in addicted patients].
Each individual is entitled to an adequate and sufficient pain therapy. However, only a few studies have examined the peculiarities of pain management in drug-dependent or formerly addicted patients. Any addiction is disadvantageous for a successful pain therapy, since some of the prescribed drugs may themselves cause addiction. Drug-dependent patients are often tolerant to opioids. Additionally, there is a risk of iatrogenic pain becoming chronic due to disregard for already known risk factors and comorbidities. However, a history of addiction should not prevent sufficient pain therapy, especially since there is no risk of addiction when the pain therapy employed is adequate for the pathophysiology involved. There are adequate pain therapies for addicted patients. The best results are achieved by taking into account the physiological and psychological peculiarities of drug-dependent patients. Importantly, this should be combined with a variety of different, optimized, multimodal therapeutic regimes, as well as with an interdisciplinary approach.